2023 International ESD Workshop
(IEW) – In Person Event
16th Annual International Electrostatic Discharge Workshop

May 8-12, 2023

Evangelische Akademie

Tutzing, Germany

CALL FOR POSTERS
Now in its 16th year, the IEW continues to provide a relaxed, invigorating atmosphere to present new work
and engage in discussions about the latest issues confronting the ESD and EOS communities. The workshop
will include a tutorial, invited seminar speakers, discussion groups, invited talk speakers, technical
presentation sessions, and special interest groups. The IEW is the perfect opportunity to submit late-breaking
and exciting new research to stimulate discussion and interaction around new ideas, encouraging new
research topics. To maintain the unique IEW experience and provide ample opportunity for discussion, there
will be an increased focus on discussion groups and invited speakers in 2023. The IEW workshop presentation
format for technical sessions will begin with each author presenting a brief summary to highlight key findings,
followed by an interactive poster-based discussion session among authors and attendees.The IEW is closely
aligned with the EOS/ESD Symposium for collaborative conference activities.

Focus Topics:
Automotive, Electrical Overstress (EOS), IC Design, Advanced Technologies,
Chip-Level ESD, System Level ESD, EDA, and Failure Analysis
Other Possible Submission Topics:
Anomalous/Unresolved ESD Issues, ESD Big Data, Failure Analysis Techniques, ESD Control,
Novel On-Chip Protection Clamps and Circuit Configurations, ESD Test Characterization,
Methods, and Issues, Technology Integration Issues

IMPORTANT DATES

Submission Guidelines

November 14, 2022
Abstract Paper Submission Deadline
December 21, 2022
Notification of Acceptance
April 3, 2023
Final Poster Due

Submission instructions and an abstract template are available at
www.esda.org/iewsubmissions. The submission is in PowerPoint
format and is no longer than 6 slides. Submissions are due
November 14, 2022, to https://www.esda.org/events/posterabstract-submissions-for-iew/. There will be no published
proceedings of IEW. Walk-on posters are also permitted at IEW
with no prior review, but only those works which are submitted for
review and acceptance will be included in the five-minute teaser
presentation sessions.
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